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Inkoduction. Let G be a group. A set L(G) of all subgroups of G torms a 

lattice by taking, as the join XVY of X and Y in L(G) , a subgroup generated 

by X and Y , and as the meet X \ jY a setintersection of X and Y. In this 
paper, using the representation theorem for partially ordered sets of wolk [1], 

we shall find that the neceS3ary and sufficient conditions of L(G) to be 

isomorphic to a set Boolean algebra 2s for SO:<lle set S. And finally, we shall 
show that if G be a group whose L(G) is disjunctive (def. 2) , then the 

necessary and sufficient conditions that L( G) be isomorphic to a lattice of all 

closed subsets of a T ,-space are that G is a generalized cyclic group. 

2. Definitions and preliminaries. We assume that G= {e, a , h, …} be a group 
with an identity e, X , Y , •.• are subgrouups of G, and α， .,c, ... su bsets of 

L(G). If α 도 L(G), we let 

ot‘ ={XEL(G)IX르A for all A ε α} 

α+=(XE L(G) jX르A for all A E α} 

DEFINITION 1 (Frink) A subset α of L(G) is a dκal ideal if and only if 

for every finite subset J of α， we have J+ ‘ g α. we call a dual ideal α φroper 

if and only if α노{G} and α~L(G). A porper dual ideal which is a proper 

subset of no proper dual ideal is called maximal. For a fixed X E L(G), the set 

(YE L(G) I Y르X} is a dual ideal which we call the Þ서nci þal dual ideal generated 

by X and which we denoted by {Y(X). 

DEFINlTION 2 L(G) is disjunctive if and only if for each pair element 

of X and Y of L(G) with X圭Y， thele exists Ze L(G) such that X^Z ~{e} and 

Y^Z={e}. [1]. 

LEMMA 1 If X is a cyclic subgroup of prime order in G, then {Y(X) is a 
maximal dual ideal in L(G). 

PROOF Let X ={a}. We suppose that {Y((a}) 도.，c for some dual ideal .,c 

of L(G). If {Y((a)) 놓.，c， then let A be a subgroup such that A~{Y((a}) and A E 

ι. Since (a)圭A and (a) is a minimal subgroup, we see ({a) , A)+=(e). 

Thus ({a) , A)+* =(e}* (=L(G)) ζ .,c. 
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DEFINITION 3 A set 6 of maximal dual ideals of L(G) is calIed a 
covering Jamily for L(G) if and only if for each X( \:(e)) e L(G) there exists 
αε6 such that X eα [1]. 

E. S. Wolk has proved the following representation theorem for partially 
ordered set; 

THEOREM A Partially ordered set P with 0 and 1 is isomorphic to 2s for 
some set S if and only if 

(i) P is disjunctive. and 

(ii) there exists a covering family 6 for P such that nME!M is a principal 
proper dual ideal for every proper nonempty subset ~ of 6. 

3. Main resuIts. At first we consider the relation between the properties 

6f the group G and the' fact that L(G) is disjunctive. 

PROPOSITION 1 L(G) is disjunctive if and only if the order of any 
element of G is finite and not divided by any square number. 

PROOF Let L(G) be disjunctive. Suppose that there exists an element 
a( \:e) of order infinite in G. Let (a) be a cyclic subgroup of generated by 
a, then (aÞ )<(a) for some prime number P. Thus (a)圭(aÞ). Since L(G) is 

disjunctive. we can find a subgroup A such that A^{a) 노 (e). And let A^{a) 

= (ar ). then 1'\:0. And A^ (aÞ) 르 (ar ) ̂  (aÞ) = (ad) "'" (e) , where d is the least 
common multiple of r and P. Hence AI\{aÞ)~{e) for any A with A/\ {a}~{e} ， 

which means that L(G) is not disjunctive. And &UppOSe that there exists an 

element a of G whose order is divided by a square number. Let the order of a 
be i? ^q for some prime number ψ， (À르2) and (P, q)=l. Since {aq}圭 {aþq} ， there 

exists AeL(G) such that A^{aq)={ar ) (~(e)). Thus q is a factor of γ. And 

AI\ {aþq]르 {ar}^{aþq} = (al) where J=[1', Pq]. But if P^ !J is a factor of J , then 

p^q is also a factor of r , which is contrary to {ar } \: {e}. Henc0 {al} \: {e }, and 

A^{aþq) 놓 {e} for any A with A^ (aq) \: {e}. It is also contrary. Conversely, let 

A , B are subgroups of G with A圭B. And let aeA and a~B. By the hypotheses. 

the order n of a is a finite product of all distinct prime numbers (=ψ…γ…s). 

But we can take at le3.st one element a of power n/r which is not belonging 

to B, where r is some prime factor of n. For, otherwise, we have a ε B. 
Because the numbers n/p, ...... , n/s are relative prime, byelementary number 
theory, there exist the numbers q such that ~q(n/p)=l. Hence we have the 
con tradiction 

Since the order of the element a of power njr is prime r , wehave (an/ r ) I\B 
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={e}. On the other hand. (an/r)^A= {an/r}(~ (e}). Hence L(G) is disjunctive. 

Clear1y. if the order of every element of G is finite. and A is a minimal 

subgroup of G. then A is a cyclic subgroup of prime order. 

DEFINITI0N 4 (AÀ) is said to be subgrozφ base for G if and only if 

(AÀ ) is a minimal family of minimal subgroups such that VAÀ =G. 

Then we have the following ‘ 

PROPOSITION 2 The lattice of sμbgrot‘þs L(G) is isomorphic to 25 foγ 

Scme set S if and only if 

(i) the order of any eltm~nt Of G is finite and not divided by úny 

square number 

(ii) ((aa) I the order Of aa is ψrime in G) is a sκbgγcup base for G. 

PROOF Suppose (i) and (쉰) are satisfied in G. By proposition 1 and W oU다S 
theorem. it is sufficient to show that the condition (ii) of Wolk’s theorem is 

satisfied in L(G). We ca끄 take as our covering family 6 the set of all 

principal dual ideals generated by (aa ) of (상). which are maximal. (see 
Lernma 1). In fact. let M eL(G) (M왼e)) and a E M (a~e) of order n. Then 
the order of element a of power n/p is prime P. (where p is prime factor of n). 

ThusMEJ!'({an/P)). Now let ~ be a proper nonempty subset of 6. We shall 

prove that the intersection of J!'( (aa)) belonging to S is a principal proper dual 
ideal. ln fact. we put H=V{{aα ) I J!'({aa))E~). lt is then easiIy shown that 

J!' (H) is the intersection of J!'({aa J) belonging to~. that is. a principal dual ideal. 

Moreover. J!'(H) is a poroper. For. if J!'(H)=L(G). then H={e) which is 
contrary. If J!' (H)=G. then H=G. i.e. G=V{{aa)I J!' ({aa))E~) which is contrary 
to that all cyclic groups (aa) of prime order form subgroup base. (but ~ is a 

proper subset of 6). Hence the condition (ii) of Wolk’s theorem is satisfied. 
The necessary is obvious. Thus our result follows. 

We shall call a group G generalized cyclic if any two elements a, b are powers 
of a suitable third element c of G [2]. 

COROLLARY 1. Let G satisfy (i) and (상) of propcsiticn 2, thtn G is a 

generalized cyclic groμP. 

If G is a finite, then the condition (상) of proposition is unnecessary. 

PROPOSITION 3 Let G be a finite grcμÞ. L(G) is isomorpkic to for 

SOme finite set S if and only if G is cyclic group whose order is 1%ot divided 
by any sQμare n t. mber. ‘ / 
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PROOF The. necessary is obvi~us by corollary 1, Let G be a cycIic ‘grOU}I 

{a) of order n, By hypotheses the prime factors of n are all distinct , Thus 
we can easily see that 

{ {a i ) I the order of ai is primeJ = { {an/P J I P is priII1e factor of η1. 

And since the numers njp are relative prime. we see V{{an/P))=G, But since L(G) 

is distributive lattice (see [2] , p, 96) , {an/q )l\{V P"'cq {an/P)) = {e}. Hence {{a’‘/P) I P 
is prime factor of 찌 is a subgroup base for G, Therefore the proof is complete, 

4. Another representation of disjunetive L(G)~ E, S, Wolk has also proved the 

following [1] , 

THEOREM Lä L be a comþlete, atcmic , o. nd disjμnctive lattice, and S 

its set 01 þoints. A necessary o. nd sμIlicient condition that L be isomorþ!zic 

to the lattice 01 all clcsed sμbsets 01 a T1-sþace X (where X is in 1:1 

corresþondence wíth S) is that P E S ιnd Þ르a\/b imþlies Þ르aorþ든 b. 

Clearly, we see that if L(G) is disjunctive, then L(G) is complete, atomic 
lattice. Hence if the word “ lattice L" in above throrem is everywhere replaced 
by “ lattice L(G)" , then our result may be stated in the fOIln 

PROPOSITION 4 Lε t G be a grc μP whcse L(G) is disjunctive , A necessaγy 

and sκIlicient condition that L( G) be iscmorþhic to the lattice 01 all closed 

sκbsets 01 a T l-sþace X (where X is in 1:1 corresþcndence μlith {{aa} I the 

01'der 01 aa is þrime}) are that G is a generatized cyclic grcμþ， 

The proof of this proposition is directly given by the following Lemma and 
Ore’ s theorem ([2] p, 96). 

LEMMA 2 Let G be a grcuþ whcse L(G) is disjunctiν'e， L(G) is distríbutive 

il a:ηd only il lor any cyclic subgrcμψ (a) 01 0γdeγ þrime, il (aJ르AVB 

lor some A , B E L(G) , then (a)르A or {a}를B， 

PROOF Suppose L(G) is distributive , If {a)든AVB， then (a)= ({a)^A )V ({a)^B). 

Thus if (a}^A={e) , then (α}르B. Conversely, Suppose that the conditíons are 
satisfied in L(G) , By the one-side distributive law, L(G) is distributive if 

C^CAVB)르 (C/\A)v(C^B) for any three subgrσups A , B , C of G. Let a( ~e) 

E C^CAVB) , Then a E C and a E AVB , Since element a of power njþ is in AVB 

for any prime factor Þ of n (where n is the order of a), it is in A or B by 
hypotheses, i. e, element a of power njþ is in A^C or B^C for any prime 
factor Þ of η. But since aH numbers n/þ (P is prime factor of n) are relative 

prime, we can choose the numbers q such that J.q(n/þ)=l. Thus we have 
a ε (A I'--C) V(B I'--C) , 
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